
KOHA
Koha is a Learn to Earn Protocol-based solution
enabling users to earn monetary rewards in
return for consuming educational content and
completing learning activities. 

BEST OF 2025

Koha is the gateway for millions of new user into
the blockchain ecosystems



INTRODUCTION

A blockchain-based Web3 marketplace that enables parents/guardians
to incentivise kids' participation in learning activities by rewarding them
with real money and value-based NFTs for their effort. 
Koha Ed rewards the learning journey and the effort, not the result. 
Koha Ed creates new revenue streams for content creators, curators,
publishers, puzzle designers, and those focused on gamification in
education.

Koha Ed



Parents are looking for ways to improve their child’s education and will spend $227bn globally in 2022 on extra

tuition to ensure their kids get the grades they deserve.

There are stark differences between the level of education that the poorest children get compared to the more

fortunate. 

There are few rewards or incentives for children to consume great educational content other than natural

curiosity. 

Kids with learning difficulties like ADHD and Autism learn in different ways. The schooling system is rigid and

does not adequately cater to these children’s styles of learning.

There is already learning content on platforms like YouTube, but the YouTube algorithms can lead a child to

inappropriate content that causes great concern for parents.

On most content publishing platforms a child must watch adverts. There are rarely any benefits to the child

viewing these adverts

 

THE PROBLEM WE SOLVE



THE PAIN POINT
Parents want the best possible
education for their children.
Parents want to ensure their kids
get the best possible chances in
life.
During Covid lockdowns, many
parents feel wholly inadequate
when instructing and educating
their children.



A system that provides the best possible learning content.
A system that enables children to earn while they learn.
The ability for a parent to top up the learning experience by
encouraging learning in exchange for pocket money.
A system that enables charities and the government to top up the
system with tokens so that a child can earn as they learn.
A system that pays advertising fees directly to content creators and
users who view the advert.
A system that pays content creators every time someone views their
content.

Koha Ed aims to tackle the inequality of education head-on and the
solution can be summed up as follows:

SOLUTION - KOHA EDUCATION



HOW IT
WORKS

Parent loads Koha Ed
with Koha Tokens

acquired with local fiat
currencies. 

1

Tokens are 
 assigned to

content
2

User views and
engages Content

and in return
gains tokens

3

If user has opted in
they can also watch

adverts and earn more
tokens

4

User shares content
with friends and other

users

5

User spends the
tokens they have

earned.
6



THE MARKET
The global education technology
market size was valued at USD
89.49 billion in 2020 and is
expected to witness a compound
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 19.9%

The US alone Spends 700bn a
year on public education and
there is global correlation
between spend on education and
GDP



REVENUES

Content Creators
Buy a Creation

Node

Curators with more
then 10k views buy
a curation node

Large Payments
and Subscriptions

Transaction fee and
gas fee every time a
student watches an

advert

If advertisers want
to sponsor content

then they buy a
sponsorship node

Micro Payments

Gas fee, every time
anyone spends fees,

claims tokens or
transfers NFT or

token

Gas fee, when new
content uploaded.

Content
subscriptions



Set up KOHA DAO and raise funds to build Koha Ed
Make Koha DAO a sustainable solution 
Develop the governance models and finalise the smart contracts for Koha Ed
Set in place the KOHA DAO and Koha Ed Marketing machine

Build Koha Ed
Enhance the Defi offering and invest in other projects from the Koha DAO treasury

The full launch of Koha Ed and  Koha Ed Marketing campaign
Announce key partnerships with content creators and NGO's

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

GO TO MARKET STRATEGY



OUR TEAM

CEO and Founder of IOT, Fintech startup
CEO of IOT and Big Data CleanTech business 
Award winning and accomplished sales professional,
used to working with large multinational companies and
public sector.
A business leader with a passion for tech, sustainability
& innovation.
A creative thinker who has a unique ability to find
innovative solutions where others see problems or see
nothing.
A serial successful applicant/recipient of significant
european grant funding.
Highly technical and able to understand the technology
requirements of building a web 3.0 system.
A solid understanding of financial reporting and
financial metrics

Alexander Baker - CEO and Founder
CTO and Entrepreneur with over three decades of
project/program leadership.
Worked in high profile global tech companies and
innovative, pioneering, start-ups.
A technologist with a passion for early-stage business
development, innovation and climate.
Knowledgeable in Public Sector, Private Enterprise, Smart
Cities, Urban Mobility, Blockchain, Mobile, Air Quality &
Carbon Emissions.
Experienced in product design, strategy, development
and deployment.
Start-up experience including Fundraising, M&A,
Identifying the Problem through to handing solutions
over to operations.
The leadership of PMOs, recruiting teams, establishing
methodologies, driving adherence to project
frameworks.

Marcel Henry - CTO & Founder

https://www.linkedin.com/in/alexsbaker/ https://www.linkedin.com/in/marcelhenryctnx/



Thank You

KOHA DAO
alex@kohadao.com,

marcel@kohadao.com


